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ERIOUS GLAMOUR
BEGINS IN SALON
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	Take a centre profile parting, finishing at the

top crown.
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	Create a curve shaped section, starting from the top

	From the occipital bone, take two vertical partings
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	Take horizontal slices through the rectangular section
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finishing at the nape; this creates a rectangular
shape. Moving onto the side, take a radial parting,
creating two perimeter sections. Repeat the same on
the opposite side. Secure all sections with TIGI PRO
Sectioning clips.

and apply Formula 2 from the new growth area,
through to the lengths and ends. Continue working
in the same way until the back section is complete.

	Take horizontal slices from the hairline, work with

EALED
Colourist: Christel Lundqvist
Shades Used:

Formula 1:
TIGI copyright©olour true light white
+ TIGI copyright©olour rich creme activator 8.5vol/2.55%.
Formula 2: Russet brunette
40g TIGI copyright©olour gloss 6/3
+ 10g TIGI copyright©olour creative 5/4
+ 75g TIGI copyright©olour rich creme activator 8.5vol/2.55%.
Formula 3 (Toning): Oat Blonde
20g TIGI copyright©olour gloss 10/02
+ 5g TIGI copyright©olour gloss 7/4
+ 5g TIGI copyright©olour creative 9/4
+ 45g TIGI copyright©olour rich creme activator 5vol/1.5%.

crown and finishing at high recession. Repeat the
same on the opposite side.

fine weaves and isolate each slice with foil. Apply
Formula 1 from the new growth area through to
the lengths and ends. Continue working in the
same way until section is complete.

	Continue on to the last two inches of the remaining

section, then take horizontal slices and apply
Formula 2 to the first 3 inches of new growth,
applying Formula 1 to the lengths and ends.
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	Extend the profile parting to finish at the top occipital
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bone, then create two square shaped sections on
either side of the profile. Secure all sections are with
TIGI PRO Sectioning clips.

	Continuing through to the side section, take a
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slight diagonal slice. Apply Formula 2 on to the first
3 inches of new growth, then apply Formula 1 to
the lengths and ends using a blending technique.
Continue working in the same way until section
is complete.

	Repeat the same application technique on the

opposite side, then process for 35 minutes. Rinse
and remove using S Factor True Lasting Colour
Shampoo and Conditioner. Once removed, tone
the pre-lightened sections using Formula 3 Oat
Blonde and process visually for up to 20 minutes.
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	Prepare the hair using Stunning Volume Shampoo

& Conditioner
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	Power dry the hair, the blow-dry with a large round

brush to smooth the cuticle, twisting the hair to
create movement and volume.

EXY
Use NEW Stunning Volume
Shampoo & Conditioner
The voluptuous duo with jojoba, nettle
and pro-vitamin B5 give uplift to dull,
lifeless hair, adding beautiful body and
bounce. Unruly fly-aways are tamed,
leaving hair fabulously finished with
sky high volume and weightless shine.
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	Apply Silky Smooth to help smooth the cuticle.
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	Blast the long sweeping fringe with the blow-dryer

for natural movement working with Vivacious
Hairspray to secure the look.
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	Apply Body Booster, to give support and volume to

the finished look.
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	Prepare the hair with Diamond Dreams Shampoo

& Conditioner
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	Power dry the hair, then blow-dry with a large

round brush, to smooth and straighten.

HINY
Use NEW Diamond Dreams
Shampoo & Conditioner
Pamper your hair with diamond dust,
crushed pearl and beautifying oils,
imparting crystal clarity and divine shine.
Smooth out signs of damage and help
protect against the stresses of styling,
for a sparkling shine finish.
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	Apply Papaya Leave-In Moisture Spray to
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help combat signs of dryness and detangle.

	Apply Flat Iron Shine Spray to help protect

from heat and add shine, before using a flat
iron to straighten.
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	Apply Smoothing Lusterizer from the mid-lengths

to the ends and comb through.
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	Prepare the hair using Smoothing Lusterizer

Shampoo & Conditioner
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	Allow hair to cool, remove hairclips and brush

the hair out with a large soft brush.

MOOTH
Use NEW Smoothing Lusterizer
Shampoo & Conditioner
Smooth your hair with this lustrous
treat,containing silk, cashmere and
coconut oil. Wrap hair in silkiness,
improve detangling and help control
frizz for a fabulous finish.
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	Apply Smoothing Lusterizer, then blow-dry with
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a large round brush for a smooth foundation.

	Comb the hair into a defined wave and detail

the shape using a wide tooth comb, finishing
with Vivacious Hairspray, for lasting hold.
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	Set the hair using a 1” thick curling wand and secure

with a clip, spraying each section with Vivacious
Hairspray.

Introducing
the new and improved
		S Factor range
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Stunning Volume
Shampoo & Conditioner

Diamond Dreams
Shampoo & Conditioner

True Lasting Colour
Shampoo & Conditioner

Serious Conditioner

Body Booster
Plumping Spray

Flat Iron Shine Spray
Heat Defender

True Lasting Colour
Hair Oil

Silky Smooth
Moisture Serum
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Smoothing Lusterizer
Shampoo & Conditioner

Health Factor
Shampoo & Conditioner

Vivacious
Hairspray

Smoothing Lusterizer
Defrizzer & Tamer

Papaya Leave-In
Moisture Spray

Creamy Molding Wax

